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Abstract. The following is a compilation of the answers which emerged from the
Working Groups. Participants were asked to consider the aims and targets of cyber
terrorists, and measures to disrupt terrorist use of the Internet, to respond to cyber
attacks, and to defend against cyber terrorism.
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The focus of the Advanced Research Workshop was on 'responses', in recognition of
the fact that it is vital that experts, with the support of governments and international
organizations, to meet to agree on priorities and methods, and then to implement a
common strategy. The Working Groups that met at the end of each day's presentations
give us an impression of what form these expert discussions might take.

The groups addressed six questions, and following tables compile the responses
given:

Question: What are the aims and targets of cyber terrorists?

1.1 Aims

1.1.1 Demonstrate the inability of governments to protect their populations

1.1.2 Show, or make people feel, that anyone without exception could be a target

1.1.3 Overload a government: Internet increases the leverage of terrorists

1.2 Targets

1.2.1 Individuals: Via the Internet, important figures (politians, etc.) can be targeted with:

• Threats against person and family

• Change information in databases, for example medical records

• Internet theft, clearing out his/her bank account, etc.

1.2.2 Banks, stock exchanges. For attacks on large organizations and populations, bot-nets can

arguably be considered a military tool

1.2.3 Governments: Attacks might be on government mail servers, information systems,

services, etc.
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1.2.4 Whole populations: Spam messages might carry the terrorists' threats into people's homes

1.2.5 Whole populations: Widely-used systems like traffic lights, rail signalling, etc.

1.2.6 Communication networks

1.2.7 Electricity and power supply

1.2.8 Chemical facilities

It was noted that at present terrorists appear have not mastered the technology
necessary for launching large scale cyber attacks. However, the services of some
'techies' are available for hire on the internet. Notably, bot-masters offer to hire out
their networks, which can be used for Distributed Denial of Service attacks.
Furthermore, it is probably only a matter of time before a new generation of terrorists
embraces cyber terrorism.

Question: What measures might disrupt terrorist use of the Internet?

2.1 - 'Noise'. Peaceful interference in a chat-room

2.2 'Hack back' with:

• Counter-propaganda, for example by placing links to websites offering

a different message

• Changing formulas and recipes in training manuals

• Sowing distrust with false messages

2.3 Exploit observed vulnerabilities experienced by the terrorist groups, for example

concerning challenges to authority

2.4 'Active defence' (imposing a penalty on the attacker). Methods exist to put costs on the

perpetrator of an attack

2.5 Censorship. Efforts to censor the Internet are unlikely to succeed, however

2.6 Search engine ban. Cooperation with google, yahoo, etc.

Considerable doubts were expressed by participants concerning intervening in
these ways to disrupt terrorist use of the Internet. There are problems of legality, and it
would be difficult to create a system of warrants. The probability of making mistakes
would be high, and mistakes could easily have violent consequences. Problems might
be created at an international level. Some participants felt that, if such covert attacks
are to be launched, they should be made mainly be volunteers and the private sector,
and 'governments would take a back seat'.

Question: What measures might be taken to deal with cyber attacks?

3.1 Within government departments and other organizations use different, not off-the-peg,

software

3.2 Air-gap

3.3 Emergency response systems in place, including international mechanisms

3.4 SCADA systems must be made more secure. Security "a factor to be considered over the
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entire life cycle of any system that is part of the CII."

3.5 Countries must build cadres of capable defenders, including national-level CSIRTs

(Computer Security Incident Response Teams).

3.6 The existing Cyber Crime Response Unit to be expanded

• works 24/7

• first among the G-8 countries

• now approximately 35 countries, but more are needed

• widen the scope (add cyber terrorism)

3.7

Question:

4.1

4.1.1

4.1.2

4.1.3

4.1.4

4.1.5

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

International body under UN auspices

What security measures might protect against cyber terrorism?

Consequence Management Systems, involving:

Band width availability (coordinate approach with ISPs)

Off-site back-ups

Systems in place to ensure international cooperation

Rapid response to re-build connections

Intrusion detection systems

Increasing awareness and education (basic security measures like using passwords,

regularly changing them)

Encouragement of techno-diversity (everybody uses Microsoft)

Develop more usable security

Defeat anonymity with electronic signatures. This is technically possible, but there are

ways to avoid detection. It was generally agreed that anonymity is difficult to fight

'Neighbourhood Watch' schemes to monitor terrorist websites

We were reminded that one hundred years ago there were no civil aviation
conventions, but new technology was followed by effective international legislation
and control. The same could be done to protect cyberspace.


